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This paper discusses an approach to automatic generation of intelligent assistants, which provide information
search on the content of a website. A feature of the approach is to use genre models, developed for a given type of
resource (educational, informational, etc.), on the basis of which the genre structuring and subsequent thematic
clustering of the content of the target website is performed. The resulting genre structures allow us to define
more precisely the boundaries of thematic clusters related to the topic of the user’s search query. The search
quality evaluation for the Russian-language websites showed an F-score of 87.8% and originality of 80.9%, which
exceeds the Yandex search engine results by 1.1% and 9.1%, respectively. In order to predict user information
needs, a method for refining the resulting sample is proposed. It allows a user to get information implicitly, based
on current and previous queries, about what the user was not satisfied with in the previous search results. A
model of user’s search intentions has been developed and its computational component includes a method for
evaluating query closeness based on the FRiS function. Based on the proposed methods, a chatbot was created
on the Telegram messenger platform to search the websites of educational institutions. The experiments showed
that the user needs the average of 1.75 qualifying questions to find the necessary information.
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Introduction

Rapid development of information technologies, in particular, the development of the Internet
has generated a large amount of electronic information. The simplicity and accessibility of
creating and distributing data has led to a huge flow of necessary and unnecessary information.
Currently, information search is developing, since from a large amount of data it is necessary to
find only the information in which the user is interested. One of the ways to improve the quality
of search is to use methods of analyzing the content of Internet sources based on knowledge.

This paper proposes an approach that integrates different search methods based on cluster
analysis, uses genre models, a model of user search intentions and relies on the Internet genre of
the site. We consider genre characteristics for two levels of resource representation: the site as a
whole (macro level) and the site page (micro level) [1]. When analyzing web genres, functional,
formal (compositional and lexico-grammatical) and content aspects are usually considered, which
correlate with different levels of physical representation (the site as a whole, the page, individual
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components of pages) [2]. And to test the proposed approach, a chatbot is being implemented
to search through the websites of educational institutions in Novosibirsk. To analyze and build a
genre model of the site, and conduct experiments, a corpus of websites of educational institutions
with a size of 9052 pages was compiled, which contains the content of 137 sites.

The article is organized as follows. Section 1 of this work provides an overview of related
works, Section 2 offers a way to describe the genre model of educational institutions’ websites,
Section 3 describes cluster analysis for thematic clustering of genre fragments of the site, Section 4
presents a model of the user’s search intentions, Section 5 presents the proposed architecture
of the search engine, in Section 6, the implementation of a chatbot for information search is
described, and in Section 7, experimental study of the quality of search and user information
support on the corpus of educational organizations websites is presented. In Conclusion, a brief
summary of the results obtained in the work is given, and directions for further research are
indicated.

1. Related works

There are special search engines for searching, taking into account the deep analysis of the
query. The functionality of these products varies, ranging from rearranging the search results of
other search engines, and to full-text search of information in indexed texts for key user queries,
taking into account morphological features, syntax and semantics of words. The systems can also
perform searches taking into account synonyms and related words, which are grouped according
to their semantic meaning. Thus, the Nigma system [3] is a meta-search engine that provides a
search for textual information, taking into account the meaning of the query given in natural
language. This service allows you to improve the quality of the search due to the fact that based
on the user’s entered query, the system generates a list of documents divided into several clusters
so that the user can choose in which cluster to continue the search. To do this, a forming phrase
is formed for each cluster and the number of documents in it is indicated. There are also search
engines based on thematic cluster analysis, for example, Carrot2 [4]. This system offers two
specialized clustering algorithms: Lingo, an algorithm based on singular value decomposition,
and STC, the suffix tree method, a classic search results clustering algorithm that very quickly
creates a flat cluster with an adequate description. The search in the Yippy system [5] is based
on IBM Watson, a supercomputer that has natural language processing technologies and is
able to analyze complex, unstructured data and even understand professional slang. Yippy has
expanded the capabilities of IBM Watson and added features such as trend tracking, concept
clustering, entity extraction, relevance monitoring and sentiment analysis. AskNet [6] consists of
two subsystems that allow both the search for information on the Internet and the search for
information on users’ computers in the corporate network. The system differs from other search
engines in that it provides not only links to documents and resources to the user’s request, but
also text information that is the answer to the user’s question. Hakia [7] contains its own linguistic
database, in which words are divided into various “meanings” that they convey. It extracts all
possible queries related to the content (using its database), and they become paths to the source
document. And then independently ranks the content based on additional analysis of offers. It
also uses the authenticity and age of the content to determine relevance. Modern search engines
such as Yandex and Google in recent years have done much to improve the Internet search, for
example, using knowledge graphs [8] or neural network representation of queries and lyrics [9],
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but in this work, we study local search sites of one functional genre, and not a global search
across the Internet which focused on these systems.

Despite the fact that many of the above systems take into account the semantic features
of the text, they do not use preliminary thematic clustering and do not take into account the
genre features of indexed web resources. The Nigma and Hakia systems have stopped working.
It should also be noted that most of these systems are focused on working with texts in English.

Information search methods are used in various applications today and one of the most
popular applications is a messenger with a built-in intelligent assistant or chatbot. There are
6 main methods of building chatbots [10]: rule-based methods, search, generative approach,
ensemble methods, grounded learning and interactive learning. Rule-based systems [11] are
trained based on a predefined hierarchy of rules that determine how to convert user input into
a response or action. Search-based methods [12] are used today in most chatbots. Such systems
operate using directed graphs and are trained to provide the best possible answer from their
database of predefined answers. Instead of using predefined answers, a conversational chatbot
using generative methods [13] receives a large amount of data (real dialogs) and learns to generate
a new dialog that is similar to them. Modern conversational chatbots that can talk on any
topic were created using ensemble methods [14], which, depending on the context, use some
combination of rule-based approaches, search and generative approach. An intelligent assistant
using informed learning [15], analyzing a user-entered query, generates a neural network that is
configured for this specific query and task. Such an intelligent assistant is better “grounded” due to
its ability to learn and use representations of real-world knowledge. Interactive machine learning
is algorithms and intelligent user interface structures that simplify machine learning through
human interaction. This development allows computers to learn from people by interacting with
them in natural language and observing them.

2. The model for presenting a site of a certain genre

In this approach, the search is based on preliminary indexing of the site based on its genre
structure. Each site has certain features that are determined by the specifics of the field of activity
and are formed due to the similarity of subject matter, composition and style, which corresponds
to the classical definition of the speech genre formulated by M.M. Bakhtin [16]. Genre is a typical
model of constructing a speech whole. A genre model representing its “typical reproducible genre
form” can be defined for each type of site. Each genre model represents a general structure of
sites inherent in this model. Thus, the content of each site can be divided into genre fragments
representing some aspects of the content. To analyze and build a genre model of the site, it
is necessary to have a corpus of texts of a given subject, therefore, a corpus of educational
institutions with a size of 9052 pages of 137 sites was collected. Based on the analysis of this
corpus, a genre model of the educational institution’s website has been developed, the upper
level of which is presented in Tab. 1.

Content (content part) of the site is a sequence of text blocks. To determine the genre of
these blocks, a set of genre markers and a marker language are used, which allows you to specify
terms, their combination or enumeration. To describe the genre model, the language proposed
in [17] is used, which allows for the description of aspects of the content of any genre block based
on genre markers. The genre model contains sets of markers, each set describes some aspect of
the content, and for each genre typical aspects of the content are described and in which part
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Table 1. The range of genres of text fragments, depending on the genre of the site

Site genre: educational institution
Higher educational institution Secondary educational institution

Description of the scientific institution Admission to school

T
yp

e
of

th
e

fr
ag

m
en

t

Description of faculties Parents
Description of the campus Teachers

Incoming The final essay
Students GIA

Graduates
Employees

Graduate students
News Feed
Comment

Description of the event
Frequently Asked Questions

of the HTML markup they are located. In Fig. 1, we show some examples of genre markers for
describing the genre model using the above-mentioned markup language.

1 # Template f o r d e s c r i b i n g content a spec t s
2 Content aspect : [ "Marker11 " ] [ " Marker21 " ] [ " Marker31 " ]

[ " Marker41 " , "Marker42 " ]
3

4 # Template f o r genre d e s c r i p t i o n s
5 "Genre ID" : [<Content aspect 11 , tag >]

[<Content aspect 21 , tag> < Content aspect 22 , tag >]
6

7 # Examples o f content a spec t s
8 For applicants : [ " to e n r o l l " ] [ " admiss ion committee " ] [ " admiss ion " ]

[ " admiss ion r u l e s " ] [ " entrant " ] [ " admiss ion campaign " ] [ " r a t i ng l i s t " ]
[ " t u i t i o n f e e s " ]

9 Education Levels : [ " postgraduate " ] [ " master ’ s degree " ]
[ " bachelor ’ s degree " ] [ " s p e c i a l t y " ]

10

11 # Example o f a page genre d e s c r i p t i o n
12 "For applicants" : [<For app l i cant s , text >]

[<For app l i cant s , a l l >< Education Levels , a l l >]

Fig. 1. Examples of genre markers for describing the genre model

The developed genre model is used to highlight genre fragments in the content of the website.

3. Thematic clustering of texts
After segmentation of the text content of the site, its thematic clustering is carried out —

the allocation of thematic clusters, which will be searched in the future.
A dictionary is needed to cluster content and analyze a user’s query, so a dictionary of terms

was created in the KLAN subject vocabulary extraction system [18]. This system supports the
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main stages of text analysis: syntactic, semantic and morphological. The dictionary, created on
the basis of the corpus of websites of educational institutions, contains one-word and multi-word
terms, its size is 17,500 terms for which statistics are collected. K-means algorithm was used [19],
due to the fact that it has a high learning rate, and agglomerative hierarchical clustering [20],
because it allows you to interpret the result well.

Each document is represented by a vector in the space Rn, where n is the dimension of
the dictionary. To obtain such a representation, the statistical measure tf-idf [21] is used, which
evaluates the importance of the term in the text, relative to other texts of the corpus. The distance
between vectors can be calculated using various metrics, cosine similarity and Euclidean metric
have been tested,

\rho (a, b) =

\sum n
k=1 ak \cdot bk\sqrt{} \sum n

k=1 a
2
k \cdot 

\sqrt{} \sum n
k=1 b

2
k

(1)

and

\rho (a, b) =

\sqrt{}    
n\sum 

k=1

(ak  - bk)
2 (2)

respectively. The Euclidean metric works statistically worse on the collected corpus of texts,
therefore, cosine similarity is used in this study.

Centroid (cluster center) is a vector whose elements represent the average values calculated
for all proposals (presented in vector form) from the cluster. Thus, the centroid is a vector
representation of the thematics of the proposals included in the cluster.

There are many metrics for assessing the quality of clustering and a large number of their
comparisons have been carried out [22–24]. One of these metrics is the “Silhouette score” [25],
which statistically significantly shows results better than other metrics. The Silhouette coefficient
is calculated separately for each object from the cluster using the following formula:

S =
b - a

max \{ a, b\} , (3)

where a is the average distance from the selected object to the objects of its cluster, b — the
average distance from the selected object to the objects of the nearest cluster (not containing
the selected object). To assess the quality of clustering, the average value of the “Silhouette”
coefficients for all clustered objects is calculated. With the help of this metric, the proposed
clustering methods were evaluated and the results were ambiguous, since the outcome strongly
depended on the input data.

4. The model of the user’s search intentions
In order to improve the quality of user information support, a model of user search intentions

has been developed, which allows recognizing intentions through message analysis.
Let us define a formal model of the user’s search intentions at the current step of information

search as a system of the form
MSI = <Qprev, Qnext, Resprev, FSS , Tr, P>, where
Qprev — previous search query,
Qnext — new search query,
Resprev — previous search result,
Tr — request proximity threshold,
P = pnew, pexpand, preduce, pexcexp — multiple search engine states (search parameters): new,

expand, narrow, exclude and expand.
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FSS — the function of calculating the states of the search engine

FSS = Qnext \times Qprev \times Resprev \rightarrow P. (4)

The proximity of queries is calculated using the Function of Rival Similarity (FRiS) in
competition with the previous search result. Let p be a metric, then the FRiS function is
calculated as follows [26]:

FRIS (Qnext, Qprev | Resprev) =
\rho (Qnext, Resprev) - \rho (Qnext, Qprev)

\rho (Qnext, Resprev) + \rho (Qnext, Qprev)
, (5)

FSS (Qnext, Qprev, Resprev) =

\left\{ 
      
      

Pnew, Qnext
\bigcap 
Qprev = {\O}

Pexpand, Qnext
\bigcap 
Qprev = Qnext

Preduce, Qnext
\bigcap 
Qprev = Qprev\vee 

\vee FRiS (Qnext, Qprev | Resprev) \geq Tr

Pexcexp, FRiS (Qnext, Qprev | Resprev) < Tr.

(6)

The main idea of the user’s search intent model is that with a new search query, we can use
information about the previous search results and the previous query, and determine whether
this is a new search query or whether the user is not satisfied with something in the results and
wants to refine the query. If the request is refined, we can understand the user’s intentions (what
exactly did not suit him in the request) and perform a search with some parameter that changes
the search method. In the case when the model of the user’s search intentions came to a state
of reduce, then we assume that the user received the necessary information, but along with it
he received a large amount of noise and it is necessary to reduce the search selection in order to
get rid of the noise and get only the necessary information. In the case of an expand, we assume
that the user did not find the necessary information and expand the search selection. Based on
the proposed model, Fig. 2 presents an algorithm for analyzing the user’s search intentions.

Fig. 2. The scheme of the analysis of the user’s search intentions

After receiving the user’s request, it is compared with the previous request in order to
select one of the four parameters for repeated search. The parameters change the search method:
exclusion of previous results, expansion of the sample, narrowing of the sample, and a new search.

To compare queries, lemmatization is performed and service words are excluded. Queries
are compared in a set-theoretic way. When the queries do not contain the same lemmas (empty
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intersection), a new search is performed without parameters. If the words were removed from
the query (the new query is nested in the old one), then a search is performed with the “expand”
parameter. If new words were added to the query (the old query is nested in the new one), then
“reduce” parameter is used.

For example, when querying “Dorm” after the query “Is there a dorm at the university”, the
intersection of the queries (“Dorm”) is equal to the new query, so a search will be performed with
the “expand” parameter. But if the previous request is “Submission of documents”, and the new
one is “Deadlines for submission of documents”, then a search is performed with the “reduce”
parameter. In the case when there was a more serious change in the request (intersection of
requests), then the proximity of requests is calculated. For example: “How to transfer from one
faculty to another” and “How to transfer to another group in your course”. The average value
of the FRiS function (formula 5) is calculated for all search results and if the average is greater
than the preset threshold, then reducing parameter is used, otherwise a search is performed with
the exclusion and expansion parameter.

5. Intelligent assistant architecture
Figure 3 shows the architecture of the intelligent assistant, which includes three main

modules: a preprocessing subsystem, a search engine subsystem, and a user interaction
subsystem.

Fig. 3. Architecture of the intelligent assistant

The preliminary processing of the site is done in advance and consists of the following stages:
1. Downloading a website from the Internet — recursive search for all links to the pages of the

site and sequential downloading of pages.
2. Cleaning and highlighting of the main content — on all pages of the site, data that is not the

main text content is searched and deleted (header, drop-down menu, footer, etc.). All html
tags are removed, except for the allowed ones: h1, h2, h3, h4, h5, h6, a, b, ul, ol, li.
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3. Site dictionary generation — the received texts with the main content of the site are loaded
into the dictionary system, where all terms are automatically located and statistics are
collected for them. Lemmatization is performed, as well as the removal of stop words and
words that are too rare.

4. Genre segmentation — based on the developed genre model, the presence of genre fragments
on the page is determined, the site content is divided into fragments from title to title and
the genres of these fragments are determined. Fragments of one genre following each other
are combined into one, and fragments whose genre could not be determined are excluded
from consideration.

5. Thematic clustering — one of the available clustering algorithms is selected, fragments
obtained at the previous stage are taken as text and presented in vector form using the
tf-idf measure, the number of clusters into which the text will be divided is determined,
depending on the genre and volume of the fragment. Clustering is performed by the selected
method for a given number of clusters. Clusters are formed within a single site.
The results of the site preprocessing are saved as the following resources: the clustering

result, a text collection of content and a dictionary of site terms.
The search subsystem for each user request produces:

1) building a search query image;
2) search for the “nearest” thematic fragments taking into account the search parameter and

their ranking.
The result of the search subsystem will be a set of arranged thematic fragments corresponding
to the search query.

The user subsystem receives a user request for input and executes:
1) analysis of the user’s search intentions — the parameter of repeated search or its absence

(new search) is determined;
2) request to the search subsystem;
3) generating the search result and sending it to the user.

6. Intelligent assistants as messenger chatbots

The developed approach does not depend on messengers and can work with any API, but the
Telegram messenger API was chosen for testing the approach because of its popularity, simplicity
and free access to the API.

Telegram provides Telegram Bot API for writing chatbots [27]. Figure 4 shows the scheme
of the intelligent assistant based on the Telegram messenger.

Fig. 4. The scheme of the intelligent assistant based on the Telegram messenger
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Messages sent by users are transmitted to the software running on the server. The
Telegram intermediate server handles all encryption and communication with the Telegram
API independently. Communication with this server takes place using a simple HTTPS
interface. All requests are served via HTTPS and should be presented in the following form:

https://api.telegram.org/bot<token>/METHOD_NAME?Param1=<p1>&ParamN=<pn>,

where <token> — unique chatbot key, METHOD_NAME — the method to be called from the chatbot,
Param1, paramN — parameters of the called method (may be missing), p1, pn — parameter
values.

The response to requests comes in the form of a JSON object, in which there will always be
a Boolean ok field and an optional string description field containing a description of the query
result in a format that is easily perceived by a person. If ok:true, the request was successful and
the result of its execution can be seen in the result field (Fig. 5).

1 {
2 "ok" : true ,
3 "result" : {
4 "message_id" : 759 ,
5 "from" : {
6 "id" : 457281743 ,
7 " i s bot" : true ,
8 "first_name" : "SearchBot " ,
9 "username" : "SearchBot " ,

10 "language_code" : " ru"
11 } ,
12 "chat" : {
13 "id" : 254188525 ,
14 "first_name" : " V lad i s l av " ,
15 " last name" : "Rublev " ,
16 "username" : " spac1k " ,
17 "type" : " p r i va t e "
18 } ,
19 "date" : 1648962474 ,
20 "text" : " He l lo "
21 }
22 }

Fig. 5. The response to the successful request

In case of an error (ok:false) the response will have an error_code field with an integer error
code and its causes will be described in the description field (Fig. 6).

1 {
2 "ok" : f a l s e ,
3 "error_code" : 400 ,
4 "description" : "Bad Request : message text i s empty"
5 }

Fig. 6. The response to the request in case of an error
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7. Experimental research

To assess the quality of the search assistant, a corpus of 90 questions with “reference” answers
from the sections of frequently asked questions and answers on educational websites has been
collected. Their small number is related to the methodology of preparing data for testing, as to
ensure the “profitability” of queries, they were taken in the chapters of frequently asked questions
and duplications of queries similar in meaning were removed.

To assess the quality of the search, classical measures were used [28] — cosine similarity,
recall, precision, F-measure and originality.

Let rel be the set of all relevant documents, det — be the set of detected documents.
1. Cosine similarity is a measure of the proximity of two texts (in vector form), which is used

to measure the cosine of the angle between them. It is calculated by the formula:

Sc = cos (\theta ) =
A \cdot B

\| A\| \cdot \| B\| =

\sum n
i=1Ai \cdot Bi\sqrt{} \sum n

i=1Ai \cdot 
\sqrt{} \sum n

i=1Bi

. (7)

2. Recall determines how well the system finds the documents the user needs, it is the ratio of
the relevant documents found to the total number of relevant documents:

R =
| rel| \bigcap | det| 

| rel| . (8)

3. Precision determines the ability of the system to issue only relevant documents to the user, it
is calculated as the ratio of the relevant documents found to the total number of documents
found:

P =
| rel| \bigcap | det| 

| det| . (9)

4. F-measure is a weighted harmonic mean of recall and precision, and allows you to give
different weight to recall and precision if you need to give priority to one of these metrics:

F =
1

\alpha 1
P + (1 - \alpha ) 1

R

, \alpha \in [0, 1] . (10)

For \alpha = 1/2, a balanced F-measure is obtained and calculated using the following formula:

F =
2PR

P +R
. (11)

5. Originality determines the number of different search results (documents with different
content).

The following experiments were carried out:
1) evaluation of the distribution of genres across the pages of educational sites;
2) evaluation of the average proximity of search results to the “reference” answers;
3) evaluation of the quality of the work of an intelligent assistant in comparison with the Yandex

search engine;
4) estimation of the average number of clarifying questions needed to find information.

Using the corpus of sites, a study was conducted on the distribution of genres by pages —
on average, there are 1.84 genres per page. The results of this experiment allow us to determine
the number of clusters at the stage of thematic clustering. To determine the number of clusters,
its genre and volume are looked at for each fragment, and depending on these indicators, the
number of clusters is selected.
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With the help of a corpus of frequently asked questions and “reference” answers, an
experiment was conducted to assess the quality of search based on the proximity measure
(formula 7). The average proximity of the first search result of an intelligent assistant to the
“reference” answers is calculated. The experiment was conducted for the website of Novosibirsk
State University: size of 153 pages, the average number of words per page is 863. The average
proximity turned out to be 0.81.

When evaluating the quality of the search for an intelligent assistant in comparison with the
Yandex search engine, the search was carried out on the website of Novosibirsk State University.
Frequently asked questions from educational websites were taken as search queries, for example,
“How can I apply?”, “How to get an increased state academic scholarship?”, “How many budget
places have been allocated this year?”, etc. The average values of recall, precision, F-measure
and originality for all questions of the corpus and the first three results of search engine results
are calculated. The results obtained are shown in Tab. 2.

Table 2. Evaluation of search quality

Recall Precision F-measure Originality
Yandex search engine 82.16% 91.83% 86.73% 71.84%
Informational chatbot 83.37% 92.75% 87.81% 80.92%

To conduct an experiment to estimate the number of clarifying questions required to find the
necessary information, 4 experts were involved, who were given the task to find some information
with the help of an intelligent assistant and record the number of clarifying questions required.
40 experiments were conducted and as a result it turned out that the average of 1.75 clarifying
questions are required to find the necessary information. For example, after the query “How much
does it cost to study?” one of the variants of the query refinement may be “How much does it
cost to study at a master’s degree?”, after the request “How to apply?” there may be a request “Is
it possible to send documents by e-mail?”. The data on the experiment are presented in Tab. 3.

Table 3. Statistics of the experiment to estimate the number of clarifying questions

Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3 Expert 4
Maximum search time 5 3 3 4
Minimum search time 1 0 1 0
Average search time 2.2 1.1 2.5 1.2

The main errors occur when the search selection is already small, and the user reduces it
with a new query. Such situations should be tracked separately and a new search throughout the
site should be performed.

Conclusion

The paper proposes an approach to creating intelligent assistants in the form of chatbots that
provide site search based on a model of user intentions, genre model and preliminary thematic
clustering of text content. A feature of the approach is the use of genre models developed for a
given type of resource (educational, informational, etc.), on the basis of which genre structuring
of the content of a particular site is carried out. The resulting genre structures allow you to
more accurately determine the boundaries of thematic clusters related to the topic of the user’s
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search query. Further search is carried out by standard methods. In order to improve the quality
of information support for the user, a model of the user’s search intentions has been developed,
which allows you to implicitly get information about what the user was not satisfied with in the
search results and refine a new search query. The conducted experimental study showed that
the created intelligent assistant provides a good quality of searching for useful information and
reduces the search time.

Thus, the scientific contribution is the use of genre models to solve the problems of automatic
construction of chatbots and local information search, and in the future this approach can be
useful for solving individual text processing tasks (annotation construction, text classification,
etc.). The developed system scales well, in particular, the resources created are applicable to
arbitrary educational sites, and in order to configure the system for other types of sites, it is
enough to write a new genre model and index the specified sites of a new type (for this purpose,
an independent indexing module has been developed in the system).

Further direction of work: other methods of text preprocessing (word2vec, FastText), add
synonyms dictionaries, apply clustering based on FRiS functions, correction of errors in the
request, auto-completion of the query (based on context search).

This paper is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-Non
Commercial 4.0 License which permits non-commercial use, reproduction and distribution of
the work without further permission provided the original work is properly cited.
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В данной работе предлагается подход к созданию интеллектуальных помощников в виде чат-ботов,
поддерживающих информационный поиск на основе модели намерений пользователя, предварительной
жанровой и тематической кластеризации контента веб-сайта. Особенностью подхода является использо-
вание жанровых моделей, разрабатываемых для заданного типа ресурса (образовательный, информаци-
онный и т.п.), на основе которых осуществляется жанровая структуризация контента конкретного сайта.
Полученные жанровые структуры позволяют более точно определять границы тематических кластеров,
относящиеся к теме поискового запроса пользователя. Оценка качества поиска по сайту НГУ показала
F-меру 87.8% и оригинальность 80.9%, что превосходит результаты поисковой системы Яндекс на 1.1% и
9.1% соответственно. С целью повышения качества информационной поддержки пользователя разработа-
на модель поисковых намерений пользователя, которая позволяет неявно получить информацию о том,
что пользователя не устроило в поисковой выдаче и уточнить новый поисковый запрос. В практической
части работы реализован чат-бот на платформе мессенджера Telegram для информационного поиска по
сайтам образовательных организаций. Проведенные эксперименты показали, что пользователю в среднем
требуется 1.75 уточняющих вопросов для нахождения необходимой информации.

Ключевые слова: поисковая система, интеллектуальный помощник, жанровая модель веб-сайта, те-
матический анализ, модель поисковых намерений пользователя.
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